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Report on the South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition meeting 21 – 22 November 2011 

The meeting was held at Sekolo sa Borokgo in Johannesburg. On arrival members enjoyed a light 

lunch and informal get together before the meeting convened. Once the meeting started, members 

were given the opportunity to introduce themselves and those attending their first meeting were 

introduced to the group. Jennifer Court introduced herself and gave a brief description of how she 

came to the role of Project Manager for the SAESC.  Jennifer Bisgard was introduced and the 

monitoring and evaluation role of Khulisa Management Services was explained. 

As with previous SAESC meetings member engagement and discussion was varied, dynamic and 

interesting.  

The following report summarises the group discussions, agreement on definitions and priority 

actions identified for 2012. 

Group report back on definitions, summary of discussion, priority actions for 2012 

1. Group: Psycho social issues/socio economic conditions of learning 

 “Define socio-economic criteria for SAESC membership, % of disadvantaged students for membership 

to the SAESC” 

 Collectively and across all SAESC member schools 60% of the students must qualify for the 

description of “socio-economic disadvantage” 

 Each school will provide their own definition of poverty/socio-economic disadvantage 

Priority actions identified: 

“Research, measure and document” In order to achieve this a task team will be elected. Present 

members are to nominate individuals from their schools to serve on this task team. It was agreed 

that Fadia Williams would lead the socio economic/ psycho social group, drive the process and liaise 

with the Project Manager. 

 Research intervention models and find out what interventions are taking place in member 

schools 

 Identify “best practice” 

 Document “best practice” and disseminate this to member schools 

 Strategise how schools can share this best practice 

 Devise methods to evaluate and measure success across schools. Research instruments of 

measurement that currently exist. 
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Plans will be finalised in January 2012. Each school will identify a “champion”. This “champion” will 

form a task team with individuals from other schools. A teleconferene will be set up four times 

during the year between each of the “champions” to discuss the above. There was some discussion 

on which schools should participate in the above. Agreement was reached that it would be those 

schools who sign the MoU. 

2. Group: Modelling Centres of Excellence 

 “Define Extraordinary” 

Three ideas of “extraordinary” were suggested which describe the member schools: 

1. Evidence of excellence  

2. Ways in which resources are used 

3. Innovative ways of engaging students 

The group agreed on the following definition of “extraordinary”: 

“Intervention based schools creating opportunities for socio-economically disadvantaged students” 

“Define other organisations’ role in the SAESC” 

It was agreed that SAESC membership should include external parties as they bring “challenge, 

expertise, networking and credibility” to the SAESC.  

Priority actions identified: 

 Funding: There needs to be a funding strategy for the SAESC. Share funding models with 

each other. In the future can the SAESC be used as leverage for funding for member schools?  

 ICT: Previous SAESC ICT meetings have not been as successful as they could have been. 

There is a need to get school leaders/decision makers together to formulate a strategy 

regarding the direction in which ICT should progress 

 Future teacher’s programme: The teaching profession needs to be actively encouraged in 

SAESC schools 

3. Group: Defining the Coalition 

The Memorandum of Understanding was finalised. Concern was raised regarding eligibility for 

membership. Should the 90% pass rate and 45% Bachelor pass be “aspirational” or definitive?  

The following members signed the MoU on 22 November: 

David Roussouw SSB, Leigh Bristow (Ridgeway), John Thӧle (Edunova), Peter Habberton (Tiger Kloof), 

Paul Horn (Dominican Convent), Sarah Cairns (Love Trust), Judy Tate (Inanda Seminary), Raphael 

Mukachi (LEAP 4), Yusaf Salie (LEAP 2), Mona Ewees (LEAP 2), Fadia Williams (LEAP 3),Phadiela 

Cooper (COSAT) 

The Statement of Intent was finalised 
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It was agreed to keep the SAESC logo of a tree. Jennifer Court will follow up with Ian at Designology 

(referred by Caitlin Baron of the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation) and three options will be given 

to members. 

Priority actions identified: 

 Peer Review: The SAESC is relying on EdVillage to use their framework for peer review. 

Allison Rouse needs to be consulted in January 2012 when he is in South Africa and a time 

line and schedule agreed upon. Judy Tate, Dave Roussouw, Mona Ewees, Yusaf Salie and 

Leigh Bristow were elected to form the task team to drive the process 

 School Evaluation: It was agreed that this would be a tool for “self reflection” and not a 

“selection tool”. The question was raised as to whether the SAESC needs an “excluding tool” 

i.e. what does the SAESC do if a member school underperforms against the criteria agreed 

on in the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation grant letter? This was identified as a key issue 

for discussion in 2012. In addition, the growth plan of the SAESC needs to be addressed 

 Psycho Social issues: The group agreed that collectively and across SAESC schools 60% of 

students must fit the profile of socio-economically disadvantaged and that each individual 

school must have at least 30% of its student population fitting this profile 

4. Group: Instructional Leadership and Classroom Practice 

The following issues were addressed by the group: 

What should the maximum size of the SAESC be? Should there be a limit to how many schools 

become members? It was suggested that each member school take on a school close to them 

geographically that is not functioning well and provide mentorship.  However, it was agreed that this 

is an option in the long run but for now the SAESC member schools need to focus on mentoring each 

other before branching out and drawing in other schools. 

Priority actions identified: 

 Community of Practice: Encourage the SAESC schools to view themselves as a Community of 

Practice based on the Bridge model and using the Bridge social network 

 Admission criteria: Research admission criteria at each of the SAESC member schools. Flag 

time at a SAESC meeting in 2012 to look at what each school does regarding admissions 

 Peer Review: The group felt that the peer review process needs to “determine acceptance 

of membership” 

Each school will select three teachers who are “intructional leaders/champion teachers”. These are 

leaders/experts in their subject and are the “logical champions” to “buy into” the non negotiables 

set by the SAESC in a previous meeting. “Immediate engagement with these ‘champions’ is needed”. 

It was suggested that a meeting/event be organised for August 2012 with the three “champion” 

teachers from each school. A section of this meeting/event will be set aside for leadership training. 

Two senior students, past or present, from each member school should be invited to participate in 

this meeting/event. It is important that by the time the meeting convenes each school has identified 

their “champions” and these people are committed to the SAESC non negotiables as well as to using 
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the Bridge social network to spread ideas and lessons in effective practice. Mona Ewees will drive 

this process and, with the Project Manager, set a time line. 

5. Group: Data Collection  

What school management system does each school have e.g. Pencil Box?  

Priority actions identified 

 Schools will need to provide statistics to the SAESC at two specific times during the year, in 

March and December respectively. The March statistical analysis will include student 

numbers, gender profile, age and so forth. Jennifer Bisgard suggested that the SAESC can get 

all the data needed from what schools fill in for the government with an additional “field 

that describes socio-economic disadvantage”. The December statistical analysis will largely 

include academic results 

 Definitions of socio-economic disadvantagewill need to be provided by those schools who 

have signed the Memorandum of Understanding 

It was suggested that two sub groups give presentations at a meeting in 2012. 

1. LEAP analysis of result – inconsistent result across LEAP schools which needs to be resolved 

and then shared with other schools 

2. SSB school information system -  Pencil Box – share with the Coalition members the data and 

statistics that Pencil Box has yielded 

Presentation by Jennifer Bisgard, Khulisa Management Services 

An electronic copy of this presentation is available. 

Jennifer Bisgard emphasised the importance of accurately measuring the progress of the SAESC. She 

drew member’s attention to “in kind contributions” and how they need to get these “costs” 

documented. e.g. how many hours Heads (or staff representing the school) spent away from their 

schools, what they spent on transport, accommodation and so forth. Each Head needs to document 

this and send to the Project Manager. 

Stories reflecting on the past year of the SAESC 

1. Crawling before we walk 

2. Small change, big difference 

3. Not all doom and gloom 

4. Social movement/2016 vision 

5. Peter’s story 

Themes that emerged from the stories: 

 The tension between talking and doing 

 The success and value of Teach Like a Champion  

 The importance of youth in the SAESC (young voices) 

 ICT  
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 Acknowledgment of the difference that the SAESC has made within member schools 

 Evidence that the SAESC is already becoming a change agent  

Priority action emerging from the monitoring and evaluation session 

Each school to choose three “champions” of Teach Like a Champion and set up a forum to meet and 

discuss how these strategies and practices can be used in the SAESC schools. 

General discussion 

A recurring theme was the need to formulate “real action plans”. The SAESC needs to decide 

whether it is a group that meets to share ideas or whether it is a group that puts ideas into action. Is 

the SAESC a significant leverage space? What is the threshold for leverage? How do SAESC schools 

become “effective hubs in the community?” How does the SAESC scale?  

It was suggested that a SAESC “conference” be organised in 2012 to which teachers from member 

schools are invited to focus specifically on issues relating to pedagogy. 

Steering Committee 

During the discussion on the role of the Steering Committee some members felt that there is risk of 

the SAESC becoming a bureaucratic, centrally led organisation. Ownership of the SAESC should sit 

with the 13 core schools and not a Steering Committee and, consequently, the Steering Committee 

should not be a decision making body. Final agreement on the role of the Steering Committee was as 

follows: 

The Steering Committee will drive the process. It will “hold” the process, “create the process”. Task 

management teams will be elected to ensure that actions are followed through. The Steering 

Committee will not lead these task teams. The Steering Committee will convene meetings, structure 

and design the content of meetings and write the agenda. The Steering Committee will make 

decisions around “process” only. The Steering Committee is not a policy making body. “The 

intellectual capacity is made by the whole and not by the Steering Committee”. 

The following members were elected to the Steering Committee: 

Taryn Casey (Michael and Susan Dell Foundation), Phadiela Cooper (COSAT), Robyn Clark (SSB), 

John Thӧle (Edunova), George Harris (Lebone II), Judy Tate (Inanda Seminary), John Gilmour 

(LEAP), Mona Ewees (LEAP), Project Manager, Barbara Dale-Jones 

Membership 

The discussion on membership centred on whether membership should be reserved for 13 core 

schools or open to any school. An agreement was reached that membership should be open to any 

school willing to sign the Memorandum of Agreement. The following critical question needs to be 

addressed:  Will State schools who do not meet the membership criteria set with the Michael and 

Susan Dell Foundation but who sign the MoU be permitted to become members? 

Taryn Casey from the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation explained that the Foundation views 

“growth” as finding other schools that are “extraordinary”. This can also be “internal school growth” 
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such as LEAP opening more schools. She emphasised the importance of the SAESC clearly defining 

“extraordinary” and formulating definitions of socio economic disadvantage and so forth. 

SAESC and Bridge Outcomes: 

In a meeting held with John Gilmour, Barbara Dale-Jones and Jennifer Court on 2 December 2011 

the following five outcomes for the SAESC were suggested. (These have not been endorsed by 

members and may be reviewed in future meetings) 

1. Instructional Leadership and Classroom Practice 

2. Socio Economic Conditions of Learning 

3. Teacher Development 

4. Technology in Education 

5. Engage with Government 

The SAESC is hosted by Bridge and the following describes some of the Bridge outcomes achieved in 

previous meetings: 

Creating common purpose, peer support and trust amongst stakeholders: This was the fourth 

meeting of the SAESC. At each of the meetings members have created common purpose, peer 

support and trust amongst the various stakeholders.  An example of this is the finalised Statement of 

Intent and Memorandum of Understanding which states the common purpose of the SAESC and 

how members can support one another. 

The maximising of resources by the community: Members have maximised resources by 

understanding what tools, materials and processes can be shared. An example of this is Inanda 

Seminary’s experience of using the methodology of Teach Like a Champion and the positive impact 

this has had on learning and teaching as a whole, as well as on individual teachers. Inanda Seminary 

has shared the practice and methodology of Teach Like a Champion with three other schools in the 

area. Teach Like a Champion is also being used effectively at the Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy 

for Girls and most of the SAESC schools intend to introduce these practices in 2012. 

The Coalition members have established 10 teaching and learning non negotiables and these have 

been adopted across all member schools. 

In the discussion regarding how SAESC member schools can become “effective hubs in the 

community,” COSAT shared what the school is doing regarding teacher training sessions in 

Khayelitsha, and the teacher training initiatives of Lebone II and LEAP were shared.  In the future 

these models will be scaled across member schools. 

 An example of maximising resources for the benefit of the students is the partnership between 

Inanda Seminary and Cape Academy. Two students and one teacher from each school joined 

together in Cape Town to travel on the Cape Agulhas ship and learn about navigational processes 

and research at sea as part of a CSIR COP 17 initiative.  

In addition, literature on existing models of coalitions, both national and international, has been 

shared. Members have generated numerous ideas in previous SAESC meetings, for example, building 

the resilience of children, how to gain greater understanding of the role of school leaders, sharing 
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effective practice and so forth. This sharing has enabled members to gain greater insights into their 

strategies for psychosocial support of the students and school leadership structures. Task teams 

have been selected to focus on instructional leadership and classroom practice and socio economic 

conditions of learners and will begin the process of meeting regularly to share effective practice 

across schools.  Plans of action have been consolidated for 2012. 

The impact of belonging to a community of practice such as the SAESC has enabled Tiger Kloof to 

shift from working bureaucratically with the SGB and adopt a more cooperative and collaborative 

approach. 

Many members have mentioned their change in thinking around data driven instruction as a result 

of participating in SAESC meetings. 

The spread of effective practice within the community and its associated stakeholders (horizontal 

integration): A number of organisations have attended SAESC meetings which has enabled 

horizontal spread of effective practice and engagement e.g. Sasol Inzalo Foundation. In addition key 

international partners attended the launch meeting in March 2011. A list of contact details has been 

established and organisations and schools have been indentified for possible future membership. 

Some members of the SAESC are using the Bridge Social Network. This has resulted in the creation of 

a document library as well as the building of relationships between schools. 

Two school leaders from LEAP 1 and 4 have been trained in the Peer Review Schools Inspection 

Model as EdVillage Global Fellows and will be sharing their expertise with SAESC leaders during the 

peer review process in 2012. 

The benchmarking and student level assessments planned, in partnership with the University of 

Pretoria, for 2012 will ensure the long term spread of effective practice within the SAESC school 

community. 

Inanda Seminary has taken the LEAP model of school replication and is using it in strategic planning 

sessions regarding opening a second school. 

Members participated in school visits to LEAP 3 and 4 and SSB in March 2011 and Jennifer Court and 

Jennifer Bisgard visited these schools in November. These school visits are invaluable in spreading 

effective practice and will be a feature of all meetings in 2012. 

Conclusion 

There is a sense of optimism and purpose amongst members as we move into 2012.  It is clear that 

the discussions and ideas generated in the previous four SAESC meetings have the potential to 

impact on the vertical integration of policy and practice and, in so doing, contribute to the 

transformation of the South African education system as whole. This comment from a member 

captures the sentiments succinctly, “it is the time for reflection that participation in SAESC meetings 

has given me that has been so invaluable.” 

Jennifer Court 

Project Manager      December 2011 


